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Business: An institution started by an individual or group of persons with the primary goal of

making profit.

NGO-supported: An institution started by a non-governmental organization that is partially or

fully ran or operated by said NGO.

Cooperative: An institution started and run by an autonomous association of persons who

voluntarily unite to meet their common (economic) needs.

Social enterprise: An institution maximizing the social and environmental impact of energy

saving solutions with the aim of making minimal profit (on behalf of the enterprise owner).

In February 2020, the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) carried out a community mapping

exercise across Bidibidi Refugee settlement in Yumbe district to better understand the state of

energy saving solutions available to refugees in the settlement as well as relevant market trends

and challenges associated with accessing and purchasing these solutions. In collaboration with

refugees and host community members in Bidibidi, HOT led extensive data collection activities,

collecting information from energy saving solution retailers about where they purchased their

products from, what their available stock consisted of, and the biggest challenges they faced in

selling these products to the refugee and host populations. Once these data collection activities

were completed, the information was compiled and will be shared with AMPERE project partners

and implementers to better understand the accessibility and availability of energy solutions in the

settlement in order to more effectively target interventions linking potential customers with the

clean energy market as well as increase the awareness and use of such products.

 

DEFINITIONS OF THE ENERGY SAVING SOLUTION RETAILERS

Depending on who you ask, a shop can be defined in a number of ways. In this resource, the shop

definitions were self-identified by the shopkeepers themselves, as follows:
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SOLAR POWERED LIGHT BULBS: a fixture usually connected to a solar panel to efficiently

produce light from the electricity that had been stored by the solar panel. Solar bulbs are

usually sold together with the solar panel but can also be purchased separately as a single

item.

SOLAR PANELS: a device used to convert light into electricity and is generally manufactured in

a frame-like structure. Solar panels can usually be purchased with a battery which stores the

electricity generated. Solar bulbs can also be added to this package. Solar panel may also be

sold as an individual item or combined with a bulb and battery.

SOLAR LAMPS: a lighting device sometimes called a solar light or lantern that produces light

primarily through sunlight. This device typically may have a smaller solar photovoltaic panel

mounted on top of it or a solar panel used to charge it.

ENERGY SAVING COOKSTOVES are devices that generate heat from an energy carrier, such as

firewood, charcoal or briquettes, and transfer the heat with reduced carbon emissions as

compared to traditional cookstoves or three-stone-fires.

BRIQUETTES are any form of compressed energy carrier or combustible biomass material used

for fuel of kindling to start a fire.

ENERGY SAVING COOKING BAGS are bag-like items enabling the retention of heat in food items

that are brought to boil over a heat source to continue cooking for a few hours (ideally 12 hours)

after removal from the heat source, e.g. wonder bags.

WATER FILTERS are devices that purify, cleanse and refine water to make it safe for drinking

through the use of a filtration process, reducing the reliance of energy carriers to boil water.

HEAT CONSERVING BOTTLES are insulated mechanisms that are designed to retain heat no

matter what the temperatures are surrounding the bottle.

SOLAR SOLUTIONS are devices that primarily use sunlight to produce energy that allow it to

function. Below is a list of solar solutions available for purchase in Bidibidi settlement.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From surveys carried out, the data

tells us that the majority of the

institutions identified were private

businesses selling energy saving

solutions alongside a multitude of

household and food items.

 

Close to 11% of the retail points

identified themselves as NGO

supported institutions. Cooperatives

and social enterprises made up the

smallest portions of institutions that

traded energy saving solutions.

 

In terms of daily customers, social

enterprises were identified as

serving, on average, the highest

number of customers followed by

businesses and NGO supported

institutions. Cooperatives appear to

have the lowest capacity - or number

- of customers on a daily basis.
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Five main sources of funding were identified

as supporting retailers to establish their

shops - these included funding from NGOs,

private individual funds, loans, angel

investors and government. The data shows

that a large number of retailers identified

private individual funds as their major

source of capital when establishing their

institutions. Businesses made up close to

100% of the private individual source of

funding. The data also shows that NGO

funding has been sourced by different

institutions with businesses and NGO

supported institutions having the highest

percentages. Most of the cooperatives also

sourced their funding mainly from NGOs.

From the data collected, it appears that only

two institutions - both businesses - sourced

their funding from the government and

angel investor respectively to establish their

shops.

 

The data shows that, since 2015, there has

been a steady increase in the number of

businesses being established that sell

energy saving solutions in Bidibidi. Over the

same five-year period, there has also been a

steady increase in the number of NGO

supported and cooperative institutions

establishing retail shops, with an

'establishment peak' in 2019 for a record

number of shops (10 total) established.

 

In 2018, there was a decrease in the number

of business retailers but in 2019, the number

increased again. In 2020, as of March 2010,

there are already new businesses (3) being

established.
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Retailers who sent products to another shop

for repairs were asked a follow-up question:

where do you usually send your energy

saving products to be repaired? Close to

45% of the responders mentioned their

products are sent to Arua town, indicating

that Arua is a popular repair point for most

retailers selling energy saving energy

solutions. 

 

According to the data, close to 55% of the

retailers responded that, in general, they

send energy saving solutions to other shops

for repairs. On the other hand, close to 33%

of the retailers stated that they inform

customers nothing can be done when a

product breaks. This indicates that a huge

majority of energy solution providers cannot

and will not provide on-site repairs for their

commodities.

The average travel cost between Bidibidi

and Arua is approximately UGX 20,000; the

transport cost is the responsibility of the

client and it therefore increases the total

cost of the repair. Only 14% of the energy

saving retailers mentioned Yumbe as the

nearest location used for repairs, indicating

that despite the geographic proximity to the

district, most retailers still prefer Arua for

repairs.

REPAIRING ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS -
WHERE AND HOW?

For solar solutions, in particular, close to

half of the retailers responded that when a

customer returns with a solar solution for

repair, they inform them that nothing can be

done to fix it. 
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Majority of the solar retailers mentioned

they send their products to another shop for

repairs, indicating that solar solutions very

rarely can be fixed by the retail shops that

sell them. For energy saving cookstoves,

most retailers noted they take stoves to

another shop to be fixed. Only 1 retailer

responded that nothing can be done when it

breaks, indicating that cookstoves have a

low internal repair capacity - in comparison

to other solutions - in and around this

particular region. The retailer for the energy

saving cooking bags mentioned that when a

client comes to the shop to repair it, his

answer is usually that nothing can be done,

indicating that energy saving cooking bags

also have a low internal repair capacity both

in and around the region.

According to the data, over 80% of the

energy saving solutions cannot be repaired

in or around the settlement. Close to 55%

of the retailers reported that they generally

have to send a solution to another shop for

repair, indicating that when a solution

breaks, customers must wait for quite some

time until the solution is fixed. Similarly,

customers can expect to pay hefty fees for

their repairs since their products must travel

to nearby down to be fixed. Setting up repair

shops closer to the settlement could have a

positive impact on reducing the time it

would take for solutions to be repaired and

the total cost for it to be fixed. Alternatively,

organizing “repair boot camps” for retailers

who are interested in learning skills to repair

energy saving solutions, particularly solar-

related, could have a tremendous impact on

how communities perceive such repairs as

the repair would take place in front of them.
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Not far behind the challenge around price is

the lack of knowledge in the settlement about

the different energy saving solutions available

to them. Close to 45% of the retailers

mentioned that most residents do not have

enough information about the advantages of

using energy saving solutions over traditional

products. Only 7% of the retailers mentioned

lack of trust in credible products as a major

challenge in selling their products, indicating

that from the sellers’ perspective (which could

be biased) the possibility of purchasing a non-

authentic solution is not a major problem.

Similarly, only 1% of energy saving solution

retailers mentioned accessibility to available

energy saving solutions as a major challenge, 

indicating that, to a large extent, most energy

retailers have steady and reliable suppliers for

the energy solution products they sell.

 

The most cited challenge by NGO supported

institutions was the lack of knowledge amongst

residents about the advantages of energy

saving solutions. Business institutions cited

both high prices of commodities as well as lack

of knowledge about energy saving products

representing a challenge to them. For social

enterprises, the main challenge is both the lack

of knowledge and lack of interest amongst

Bidibidi residents in selling their products while

cooperatives cited high prices and lack of trust

in credible products as theirs.

Close to half of the retailers interviewed mentioned that the high purchase price

of some energy saving solutions made it difficult to sell the products to residents

within the settlement.

CHALLENGES IN SELLING ENERGY SAVING
SOLUTION PRODUCTS
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Close to 40% of the businesses selling

briquettes cited lack of awareness amongst

the population as a challenge. Most of the

retailers mentioned that a large portion of the

population still do not truly believe that

briquettes cook faster and longer than the

traditional firewood energy source. For these

retailers, a major challenge has been sourcing

the correct materials consistently to 

In the solar business, over 20% of the

respondents noted that a large portion of the

population still do not see the value of using

solar solutions in their daily routine. Another

challenge was the high cost and/or lack of

transport to and from Yumbe for suppliers to

bring stock to the settlement. This transport cost

is transferred to customers, reducing the

number of residents that can purchase the item. 

Lack of disposable money and low

purchasing power amongst the refugee

population was also highlighted as a

periodic but significant challenge. Sourcing

materials seemed to not be a major

challenge to most retailers selling solar

solutions. Only 2% of the solar solution

retailers mentioned that they find it difficult

to source the right solutions that are

attractive to their clients. Page 7

ensure high-quality made briquettes. For this

reason, most retailers selling briquettes also

act as manufacturers of the solution. Another

challenge highlighted in the surveys was that

briquette sizes manufactured were often too

big for cookstoves sold; over 20% of the

briquette retailers highlighted this to be the

biggest challenge impacting their monthly

sales.



Solar solutions and

briquettes were identified

as the most purchased

energy saving solutions

across the settlement.

Energy saving cook stoves

made up 20% of the market

with water filters and

cooking bags reported as

purchased the least across

the settlement.

ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS THAT SELL
IN BIDIBIDI  SETTLEMENT
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The most sold solar solutions were solar lamps and bulbs. These two items accounted for

more than half of the total solar solutions sold within the settlement with solar panels being

the least sold item.



 

Most solar solutions were imported

with only a few solar bulbs and

lamps assembled locally. Briquettes

were all locally produced as raw

materials exist locally and the skills

to produce them have been shared

between local communities for some

time. All retailers selling cooking

bags and cook stoves noted that 

 their solutions are made locally. 

 

 

According to the data, most energy

saving solutions are imported from

China. With all major solar solution

products being mainly imported

from China, only a few solar lamps

and bulbs are imported from India. A

handful of retailers selling solar

solutions did mention that they

acquired solar bulbs from Germany

as well.

 

 

Based on the respondents, most of

the solar solutions are marked as

certified. Solar lamps were the least

frequently certified solar solutions

with over 5 retailers mentioning that

some of their solar lamps were not

certified. Briquettes appear to have

the highest non-certification rate

among all energy solution providers.

SOURCING AND CERTIFICATION OF 
ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS 
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RETAILERS WITH RECYCLING ACTIVITIES
IN BIDIBIDI  SETTLEMENT

According to the survey data, only 10 retailers are carrying out recycling activities in Bidibidi

settlement. 30% of these represent NGO supported institutions and the other 70% are businesses.

Most of these institutions were recycling organic waste with only 30% of the institutions focusing

on plastic bottles and bags. Those institutions who recycle plastic mentioned that they were

collecting plastic waste for another company who would come and collect plastic from their shop.

Zone 1

Happy Group (NGO supported)

Manzur & Sons Enterprises (Business)

Loku and Sons (Business)

Jobless Corner (Business)

Zone 2

United Group (NGO supported)

Juma's Shop (Business)

Munguyiko Enterprise (Business)

Yajta Charcoal Briquettes (NGO supported)

Zone 4

Okello's Shop (Business)

 
INTERACTIVE MAP OF 
ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS

As part of this project, HOT developed

an interactive map highlighting the

distribution of all energy saving

solution retailers across the settlement

with detailed information for each

establishment collected as part of the

field survey. The purpose of this web-

based information tool is to provide

users with a quick overview of the data

collected for all retail points across the

five zones. To access the map, please

visit http://bit.ly/energy-saving-

solutions-bidibidi

 

 

 

Francis & Family Shop (Business)
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